Remote Sensing For Surveyors Final Exam

1. In the 1840’s, where did balloonists take pictures of the ground using a photo capable camera?
   A. Africa
   B. United States
   C. Europe
   D. Belize

2. What year was the first official camera publicly released?
   A. 1839
   B. 1950
   C. 1975
   D. Has not yet been released.

3. Which type of bird was used for aerial photography, although considered a novelty?
   A. Bald Eagle
   B. Pigeon
   C. Penguin
   D. Blue Jay

4. What decade was GIS introduced?
   A. 1900-1910
   B. 1910-1920
   C. 1920-1930
   D. 1960-1970

5. Which country launched a satellite named SPOT?
   A. Russian
   B. USA
   C. France
   D. Italy

6. What does LiDAR stand for?
   A) Light Detection and Ranging
   B) Light Radar
   C) False Light Radar
   D) Light Beaming and Ranging
7. What decade did the Landsat program begin?
   A) 1960's
   B) 1940's
   C) 1950's
   D) 1920's

8. Radiant Flux is measured in?
   E) Watts
   F) Inches
   G) Feet
   H) Joules

9. Which Landsat Satellite was the first to fail at launch?
   A) Landsat 1
   B) Landsat 2
   C) Landsat 3
   D) Landsat 6

10. What does GCP stand for?
    A) Ground Common Point
    B) Ground Control Point
    C) Great Common Point
    D) Great Control Point